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1. Introduction. In (l) Dvoretsky proved, using very ingenious methods, that every
centrally symmetric convex body of sufficiently high dimension contains a central
i-dimensional section which is almost spherical. Here we shall extend this result
(Corollary to Theorem 2) to ^-dimensional sections through an arbitrary interior point
of any convex body.
In a survey article (2), Dvoretsky mentions the possibility that every centrally
symmetric convex body of sufficiently high dimension has almost all, in the sense of
Haar measure, of its ^-dimensional central sections almost ellipsoidal. However, this
was shown not to be so by Straus (3) who mentions that the problem is not well posed
in that ellipsoidality is an affine invariant whilst the Haar measure of its ^-dimensional
central sections is not.
Dorn(4) overcame this objection by standardizing a centrally symmetric convex
body by first mapping its Lowner ellipsoid onto the unit ball by a non-singular affine
transformation. However, Dorn's results are weakened by the strong assumption
that the centrally symmetric convex bodies should have unellipsoidality bounded
above by some constant. Here, (Theorems 1 and 2) we shall eliminate this assumption.
We shall not, however, standardize by the Lowner ellipsoid, but instead use an ellip-
soid which is more appropriate to the simultaneous existence of almost spherical sec-
tions and projections of convex bodies. We mention that it would be sufficient to use
the Lowner ellipsoid if we were only interested in almost spherical sections. Our
methods will also prove (Theorem 3) an extension of a result of Dvoretsky [(2), Theorems
2, 4, 5]. A simpler proof of Dvoretsky's theorem has recently been given by A. Szan-
kowski(7).
2. Definitions. Let C be a convex body in Euclidean space, and let p e relint C be
a point in its relative interior. We say that C is ellipsoidal to within e(0 < e < 1),
with respect to p, if there exists an ellipsoid D in the affine space aff C generated by
C, whose centre is p, and for which we have
If D is a ball, then C is called spherical to within e, with respect to p, and we define
the asphericity a(C, p) of C with respect to p, by setting a(C, p) = inf {e: C is spherical
to within e with respect to p}. If relint C contains the origin 0 of the Euclidean space,
we set a(C) = a(C,0).
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If C is a centrally symmetric convex body with centre p, we define
fi(C) = m i n { A : D c C c AD}
where the infimum is taken over all ellipsoids D with centre p. Certainly /?(C) is
attained and we call any ellipsoid D with centre p and
a standard ellipsoid for C. Any non-singular affine transformation T of C which carries
a standard ellipsoid onto the unit ball is called a standard transformation of C.
If C is a convex body, not necessarily centrally symmetric, and p any interior point
G then a standard transformation of C with respect to p is defined as a standard trans-
formation of c n (2p — C).
Let Mnk be the Grassmann manifold of all ^-dimensional subspaces of En, and
Vnk the Stiefel manifold of all orthonormal ^-frames in En. Let (ink be the Haar mea-
sure in Mnk. If C is a convex body in En and E an element of Mn k, let C\E denote the
orthogonal projection of C onto E. If we do not mention the centre of a symmetric
body C in this paper, it is always understood to be the origin of the space containing C.
3. Theorems and Lemmas.
THEOREM 1. Given e, 0 < e < 1, 8, 0 < S < 1 and an integer k > 1, there exists an
integer N = N(e, 8, k) such that for all centrally symmetric convex bodies C of dimension
n ^ N and for all standard transformations T of C
/*ntk{E:EeMn>k,a(T(C)nE) < e,a(T(C)\E) <e}>l-S.
i.e. all but 8 of the ^-dimensional orthogonal projections and corresponding central
sections of T(C) are within e of being spherical. The corresponding sections and pro-
jections of C therefore will be within e of being ellipsoidal.
THEOREM 2. Given e, 0 < e < 1, 8, 0 < S < 1 and an integer k > 1, there exists an
integer M = M(e, 8, k) such that, for all n ^ M,alln-dimensional convex bodies C in En,
all interior points p of C, and all standard transformations T of C with respect to p
^k{E: EeMn>k, a{T(C) nE)<e}>l-8.
Using Lemma 5 we have
COROLLARY. Given e, 0 < e < 1 and an integer k > 1, there exists an integer M= M(e, k)
such that, for all n > M, all n-dimensional convex bodies C in En and all interior points
p of C, there exists a k-dimensional subspace E, depending on p, such that
a((E+p)(\C) <e.
THEOREM 3. Given e, 0 < e < 1, 8, 0 < 8 < 1, an integer k > 1 and a function g
defined on the positive integers and satisfying
g{n) > 1 (TO = 1, 2,...), limn-ig(n) = 0
there exists an integer N = N(k, e, 8, g) such that
e,a{C\E) <e}>l-8
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for all n > N(k, e, 8, g) and all convex symmetric bodies C in En satisfying
Bn<=C ^g(n)Bn,
where Bn is the unit ball in En.
In the proofs of Theorems 1-3 we shall use extensively the lemmas and techniques
developed by Dvoretsky in (l). To make the present paper more readable we first
restate some of the definitions given in (l). In En let Bn denote the unit ball, and S™'1
its boundary sphere. For any subset A of $n~1 we define
vn,k(A)=/inik{E:EeMn>k,E()A * 0}.
In particular, if A is symmetric, we have vnl(A) = An_1(J4)/(rn, where A,^ is the
ordinary {n— 1)-dimensional measure of A and crn = An_1(Sn~1).
We also define
<M) = ii^E-.EeM^t, E n 0»-i <= A}.
For t ^ 0, let ^4tbe the set of all points on S™-1 whose geodesic distance from A does not
exceed*.
We state, without proofs, five lemmas established in (1).
LEMMA 1. For every Borel subset A of Sn~1 and every positive number t we have
where c(k) is a positive number depending only on k.
LEMMA 2. For every Borel subset A of Sn~1 and for every positive number t we have
(-2* ((W-exp  ( W 2 ^ y ) ) , (» = 3,4,...,
Recently T. Figiel(5) has pointed out that an approximation procedure, used in the
proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2, is not quite obvious. He has shown an elegant way to
overcome this difficulty.
LEMMA 3. For every Borel subset A of 8n~x we have
LEMMA 4. Let Cbea convex body in En such that Bn a C. Let xbea boundary point
of C and let r, 8 be real numbers, r > 1, 8 > 0. We denote the projection ofx from the origin
into r/S71"1 by x'. / / ||x|| ^ r(l + 8), all the points ofrS11-1 whose geodesic distance from x
is not greater than 8/(1 + 8) are interior points ofC. If, on the other hand, ||x|| < r(l + 8),
all the points of rS™-1 whose geodesic distance from x is not greater than 8 do not belong to
C.
LEMMA 5. Let L be a proper ellipsoid with the origin as centre in E2m~1. There exists a
subspace Em such that Em n L is an m-dimensional ball.
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For any centrally symmetric convex body C in En we define yn s yn(C) by
yn(C) = ft(C) n~i, i.e. yn is the last of those numbers y for which there exists an
ellipsoid D c En with centre at the origin such that
Then we have, see for example F.John (6),
LEMMA 6. Let Cbea centrally symmetric convex body in En. Then 0 < yn(C) ^ 1.
We note that if C* is the polar reciprocal of C then yn(C*) = yn(C).
If T: En -> En is a linear transformation, we denote by T*: En* ->• En* its adjoint.
If a = (ax,..., a j e Vn n is an orthogonal %-frame in 2?" and k e {0,1,..., n) an integer,
we denote by 77(a, k):En^- l i n ^ , ...,afc} the orthogonal projection of 2?" onto the
linear hull of the first k vectors in a, and by W(a, k) the ifc-dimensional cube
LEMMA 7. Let C be a centrally symmetric convex body in En and set n = [p], where p
is the positive root of the quadratic
16x2 + 8x(2 + yNNi) — 3y%N = 0.
where yN = yN(C). Then every standard transformation T ofEN carries C into a centrally
symmetric convex body T(C) with the following properties
(i) BN <= T{C) <= yNNiB*T,
(ii) there is an element a e l ^ ^ such that
n(n,n)(T(C))c2W(a,n),
(iii) there is an element beVN N such that
n(b,n)(yNNiT*(C*)) c 2W(b,n).
LEMMA 8. Let ft be a fixed positive real number and let A(r) be the subset of S11^
consisting of all points x = (x1,...,xn)e S™-1 for which there is a number
ie{l, ...,m},m = [fijn], suchthat \x.c\^r.
Then, putting for arbitrary e > 0,
, /logn —(1 —e)loglogw\i
rn = I I (n = 2, 3,...)
wehave]imvnl(A(r'n)) = 0.
On the other hand, if we put
,» fog"- (l+6)lQglOgtt\* , „ o i
rn — i i (n = 4,6,...)
\ ft J
we have lim vnl{A(r'n)) = 1.
n—*a>
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 8 we have
LEMMA 9. Let a, ft be fixed positive numbers and let Fnap be that portion of Sn~1
lying in the region
{x:xef« \xt\ < a/V», » = 1, ...,[ftjn\}.
Then\ivavnA{Fn<aifi) = 0.
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Let C be a centrally symmetric convex set in En with Sn~x contained in C. Let
A(G, r) denote, for every real number r ^ 1, the subset of S*1'1 obtained by projecting
into S71"1 from the origin those boundary points of C which belong to rBn. Let D(C, r)
denote the complement of A (C, r) in Sn~1. For every t, 0 < t < 1, we define a real number
R(C, t) by the inequalities
vntl(A(C,r))^t for r < R(C,t),
))>* f o r r
Let Tc be a standard transformation for C and, for 0 < 8 < 1, let
Rn(8) = sup {R(TC(C), 8)},
where the supremum is taken over all centrally symmetric convex bodies G in En and
all standard transformations Tc of C.
LEMMA 10. 7/0 < 8 < 1, Rn(8) = o(ni), i.e.
hmn-iRn(8) = 0.
n—*oo
4. Proofs of Lemmas 7 to 10.
Proof of Lemma 7. Let T be a standard transformation of C and, for ease of notation
we identify C and T(C) and have
BN c G <= yNNlBN.
As yN is minimal there exist points a1; — ax on the boundary of both C and yNNiBN.
We proceed by induction and suppose, for m < n, we have constructed points ± af
in C for 1 < i < TO— 1 such that (a^a^-) = 0 for i =(= j and ||af|| ^ ^y^iVi. We may
assume that af = af e.^ , where ef is the ith coordinate vector in EN and af ^ £yjv-^-
Thentheset
 C n{x:x = (xv ...,xN),xm = ... = xN = 0}
contains an (m — l)-ball5of centre 0 and radius \yNNi{m— 1)~*. So, if y = (ylt ...,yN)
is on the boundary of both C and BN then y is not in the interior of the convex hull of
B with BN.
We choose a, ft > 0 so that
/? _ 4m
and consider the ellipsoid E(a, ft, e), e > 0,
(l+e)-(a;f+...+x^_1) + ( l+e^(^+. . .+ a ; | / )< l . (3)
We shall show that there exists e0 > 0 such that for all e < e0,
E(a,/3,e)<=C. (4)
For suppose that (4) is false. Then there exists
0, limefc = 0
I:—>co
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and corresponding points b(ek) in E(a, fi, ek) but outside G. So, if
(5)
Combining (3) and (5),
k)) < 0, (6)
So, picking subsequences if necessary, we may suppose that
b(eA.)->b = (blt ...,bN) as &->oo,
where b belongs to the boundaries of both BN and 0. So
6| + . . .+6^ = l
and combining this fact with (6) we obtain
4m B
As (1) and (7) are contradictory we deduce the validity of (4).
Now, for 0 < e < e0, consider the ellipsoid F(a, /?, e), denned by
(8)
Then.F(a,/?,e) = (l-es)iyNNiE(cc,/3,e) andE(cc,fi,e) cz C.
Consequently, by the minimality ofyjy there must exist a point d(e) = (^(e), ...^^(e))
in C but outside F(oc, fi, e). So
dl(e) + ...+d?N(e)^y%N, e > 0. (9)
Letting e->0we may suppose, choosing subsequences if necessary, that
d(e) ->• d = (dlt...,dN) where deC.
After a suitable orthogonal transformation, which leaves lin{e1; ...,em_x} pointwise
fixed, we may suppose that d = (dlf..., dm, 0,..., 0) and hence, since E(<x, ft, e) -> BN,
(10)
By using (8) and (9) we have, for 0 < e < e0,
So, letting e -> 0 and using (10),
%N-d\-...-dll_1) > 0,
or, using (2),
4m Ss dl+.-.+d^. (11)
Now consider the two dimensional plane n through the xm-axis and the point d,
and let TT meet the (m— l)-dimensional subspace Em~x\ xm = ... = xN = 0 in a line
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which we call the y-axis. Then, as 0 n Em~x contains a ball B of centre 0 and radius
\yNNb(m— l)~l, the interval
1 = 1- 47w# *(»» -1)-*, iyNNl(m -1)-*]
on the 2/-axis is contained in C. So the triangle A in n with apex d and base / is contained
in C. As C is centrally symmetric we may suppose that dm ^ 0. Then the triangle A
contains the interval [0, zem] on the icm-axis where, by similar triangles,
4m
yNNi'
by (11). So
4m
or (y%N- 4m)i < dm < z(l + 4m(yNNi)~1).
Hence (y%N-4m)i(l+4m(yNNi)-1)-1 ^ z. (12)
As m sg n = [p] where p is the positive root of
16xz+8x(yNNi + 2) - 3y^iV = 0,
16m2+8m(7jViVi + 2)-3y^.ZV < 0,
or (yNi 4 ) 2 M%N ±)
or &*&*< (Ly%N-4m)i(l + 4m(yNNl)-1)-1. (13)
So, combining (12) and (13),
iyNM ^ z.
Hence 0 contains the point am say whose mth coordinate is %yNNi and the rest
are zero.
Repeating this construction for m = 1, ...,n we obtain 2n points + a1;..., + an, af
having the fth coordinate equal to %yNNi and the other coordinates equal to zero. So
C contains a crosspolytope of dimension n, with vertices ±a1,..., ±an and
£-v c C c yNNlBN.
Hence, taking the polar reciprocal C* and multiplying by yNN& we conclude that
(iii) holds.
As yN(C) = yN(C*) we can construct points ± bit i = 1,..., n such that <bi( b3) = 0
for i 4=j and j|t>^ |[ = %yNNt, in yNNiC*. So, multiplying the polar reciprocal
) - 1 ^ of yNNlC* by yiVM we deduce that (ii) holds.
Proof of Lemma 8. The details of the proof will be similar to those used by Dvoretsky
(l), Theorem 3B. However, the aims of Theorem 3B of (l) were different and the num-
bers used in the proof were also different. So we feel it necessary to repeat the somewhat
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tedious calculation involved in the proof. We write m = [fl^ri] for ease of notation, and
use spherical coordinates in En denned by
x1 =
x2 = p sin 62 cos dx,
x
n-i = P sin #n_i cos 0n_2... cos dlt
xn = p cos 6n_x cos 0n_2... cos 0lt
where 0 ^ p < oo, — §7T ^ 8k ^ \TT, k = 1, ...,n — 2, — TT ^ ^n_x ^  TT, where, in
general, dk is the angle made by the orthogonal projection of x onto the plane
x± = ... = xk_1 = 0 with the plane xx = ... = xk = 0, lc = 1, ...,n — 2.
Then, on the unit sphere S^™"1 an element of (n — 1 )-area is given by
dAn_x = (ddj) (cos ^ ^ a ) . . . (cos dn_2... cos 0xA6n_^)
= cos™-2^cos™-362... cos0m_2rf^... rf^.j.
Let <rn be the surface area of the sphere S71'1 and yn = vn-\\crn- Then
x = ^ = 2 r ^ o o a -
o"»-i Jo
We now give explicit formulae for the Prk. The condition for l^l ^ r,
can be written in spherical coordinates as | sin ^ j | ^ r and, in general, if
1^ 1 >r,...,\xk\ > r
werequire |sin0, L , j=l,...,k.
fin
Thus P r ! = 2yw cosn-261dd1
a n d
^r. fc = 2fcrn7»-l • • • 7»-* f ' ddl f • " f " COS""2^ ... COS"-^
k = 2,3, ...,n, where
So
Hence ((n-l)/2n)i > yn> ((w-2)/27r)i (15)
Let, for ie{l, ...,n}, Ar t = {xrxe/Sf™-1, \xt\ > r}A
\ (16)
and,forie{l,. . . ,%}, Pr k = vnl(Arl n ... n^4r>fe).J
Then ^4(r) = U ^4rti, and it follows that for every integer k, 2k < m,
U- (17)
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i
 r \
and sin i/r^, ..., d,-^) = max {1,
 z z — >.
' \ cos (^... cos 03_J
Substituting yi = cos dt in the formula above we obtain
where
[0 otherwise,
and ar=(l-r2)i.
Now let hn be denned by
l-hn=(l-(r'n)*)i = ar..
For TO large enough the definitions of r'n and hn imply that
1 log TO - (j - \e) log log TO)
Now using (18) for k = 1 we obtain, for TO > TO(e),
(18)
if w,...«,-_, ^ r,
^ , mni exp ( - 1 log n + (£ - ^e) log log TO)
^
C l ( e ;
 n*(log»)i
< c2(e,/?)(logTO)-ie-»0 as TO->OO.
Thus, using (17),
vnA{A(r'n)) < w i ^ i < c2(e,/?) (logTO)-i* ^ 0 as n -> co
which proves the first part of Lemma 8.
For the proof of the second assertion of Lemma 8 we define functions/(TO) and g(n)
jlogTO-^IOglOgTO
n
Then, for TO sufficiently large,
1 _ ,, .
^ TO
Hence, using (18) with k = 1,
yn~\ l-y2)~idy
l -o(n)
y(»)- (1 -/(TO)) (1 -?(TO))"-2) [1 - ( 1 -g(n))*]i
^ c3(e, /?) log log TO(exp (— % log TO + £ log log TO)) TO* (log n)~i
= c3(e,/9)loglogTO->+oo as TO->OO.
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So mPr- x -> +00 as n-»-oo. (19)
Let 7] be a positive number. We define/3m = /?m(?/) by
mPPm,i= V, 0 < V < °°- (20)
We now show that
^ (21)
Since for every,;, 1 < j < n, ar{y\, • ••>yj~\) < ocr, it follows from (14) and (18) that
As m ^
 x -¥• 0 as n. -> oo, pm < r'n for n sufficiently large. Consequently
for n sufficiently large.
So, if 1 < j ^ k and n sufficiently large we have, writing l(n) = 1 —
n
<*-« TT-^dy + 2yn[1 -f*(n)]-*Jo i i - 2 / J1 Jo
where S\ ->• 0 as TO -»• oo, i fixed.
Therefore, using (20),
where 8%, -> 0 as « -> oo, 1/, /fc fixed. So, substituting (23) in (22) we see that
where 8n -> 0 as n -> oo, i , 1/ fixed.
In order to complete the proof of (21) we have to reverse the inequality in (24)
From (18),
C aPm r*Pm<.Vl) faPm(Vl W-l) (w. . . . M-.)71-2
Ppm,^^n7n_1...yn_k+1jo ^ ...^ [ ( l - ^ ) . . ^ - ^ ^ ' -
= /m,fc say.
Now Im>k{^ynyn.x ... r^v-fc+i)-1 differs from (P^^yJ* only by the integral of
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on the set T defined T = (J T,, where
3 = 2
T,- = {y: 0 ^
 Vi < ccpjyi, ...,yi_1) for 1 < i < j ,
a
PJyi> •••>y,-i) < Vi < *M o < y< < a ^ , for j < % ^ k).
We decompose further each Tj into two subsets
where 2J(1) = {y: y e ?}, 0 < yt < /(%) for at least one i < j},
2}(2) = fr: ye2J ,&>/(») for » = 1, ...,j-l}.
Since, as shown in establishing (23),
rf(n) yn-2
J
 fl (l_y2)i# <
it follows, using (15) and (20), that
(^) (25)
It remains to give a similar estimate for
f f
J J !>• • •> k !••• k-
Now as mPr-n x ->• 0 as w ->• co and wi^- x -> oo as » -> oo, we deduce from the definition
of/9m(i/) that for n > n(rj),
rn<Pm< r'n
or, explicitly,
logn— (l + e)loglog7i\i /logw —(1 —e)loglog»\i
\ n I \ n
for n > n(7j). Now for n sufficiently large and j fixed,
(26)
and so, using (26), (/(w))*"1 > Pm (27)
for w > n(t),j) say. So that if y e 2}(2) we obtain from (18) and (27),
(28
»
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Thus, using (18) and (28), for large n and y e T}{2),
*p.-*pjyi>->yi-i)* ^-p^-^-jt^^f- ( 2 9 )
However, it is easily shown that
} 4 ^ *<*<* <3»>
So, applying (30), with x2 = p~2, xx = p~2 {((n))^-2 to (29) we conclude that, using
a l s o ( 2 6 )
' D-*-D-*(t(nWV-*
(^) (31)
So, using (26) with (30),
(32)
for n sufficiently large. So, using (32),
••• / ( fc ' . . ,^ i - .^d| " : f - g^ I ""* 7p—zr,dy
Jm.J LJo ( i - r ) * J J«A.(vi,....*>_>(i—y2)*
(33)
for n sufficiently large. The estimates (24), (25) and (33) establish (21).
The second part of Lemma 8 now follows easily from (21). Given 6,0 < 6 < 1 we
choose 7/ so large that 1 — e~i ^ 6 + 2(1 — #)/3, and then k so large that
Now, fixing rj, k we have, using (21), for j = 1, ...,k,
»l->00 J •
= | 1 by (20). (35)
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So, using (17), (34) and (35), there exists n(d, rj) such that for n ^ n(0, TJ)
VnM(Pm,V)) > 0. (36)
So, using (26) and (36) l im vn>1{A{r"n)) = 1.
n—>oo
Lemma 9 immediately follows from Lemma 8.
Proof of Lemma 10. We suppose that Lemma 10 is false for some So, 0 < So < 1.
Then there exists 2e > 0 and a subsequence {Rna(80)}^=1 such that
Rna(80) > 2en* for a =1,2,....
So there exists Gn <= En° with
71(7
^ o ( ^ n a . *o) > e»t f o r o - = l , 2 , . . . . (37)
71(7
Let <2«CT denote the subset of S11"-1 obtained by projecting on S™*-1 from the origin,
the boundary points of Cna which are at least a distance ewf from the origin. Then, by
(37),
Vna,i(Qna)>l-$o, < r = l , 2 , . . . , (38)
and we also notice that 7na(^na) > e- (39)
In Lemma 7, relative to Cna, p = pa is the positive root of
16*2 + 8x(7no4 + 2) - 2y^nff = 0,
Le. ' = ~ (7nA + 2)
So, using (39),
pa > - \{en\ + 2) + \{en\ + 2) /(l+ Zf\\ > ie%* for all a > a0 say.
V \ (enl + 2)2/
Hence, using Lemma 7 (ii) we have that, subjecting Cn<j to a suitable rotation, if
necessary, (xls...,xno) eCna implies 1^ 1 ^ 2, i = 1,..., [|en*],o- ^ cr0. Consequently
Qna ^  {x:x = («!, . . . . a j , H < 2/e»*. » = 1,..., [ienj]}.
But then, using Lemma 9, with a = 2/e, (S = | e w e conclude that vnal(QnJ -> 0 as
cr ->• oo, which contradicts (38) and completes the proof of Lemma 10.
5. Proof of Theorem 1. For each centrally symmetric convex body C in En let 2^ be
the associated standard transformation. The lemmas we have established will now
allow us to argue in the same way as Dvoretsky [(l), Theorem 4]. For ease of notation
we identify C and TC(C) in En and use
A(r) = A(C,r), D(r) = D(C,r), R{t)=R{C,t).
We first show that for 0 < S < % and for n ^ N^(e, 8)
8). (40)
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We shall suppose that (40) is false and show that a contradiction arises for large n.
By definition of R(i),
and so, choosing k0 so large that
( l)*b<(l-*)*b<ia (41)
we deduce from Lemma 3 that
andhence vn>ko(A(l + %e) R(D) > l-%8. (42)
Now, using Lemma 4,
A({l + \e)R{\))TU)^A{{l + e)R{\)), (43)
where r(e) = t(e)/R(%) and t(e) is a positive number depending only on e.
Also, using Lemma 10,
n~iR{\) -> 0 uniformly with w. (44)
If we apply Lemma 1, using (43), we obtain
)]fc°, (45)
where c(&0) is a positive number depending only on k0. But, using (44), we see tha t (42)
and (45) are contradictory for n sufficiently large, which establishes (40).
We next show t h a t there exists N2(e, 8) such tha t
( l ) ) (46)
for all n ^ N2(e, 8).
Again we shall suppose t ha t (46) is false and show tha t a contradiction arises for
large n. From (41) and Lemma 3 we deduce tha t
andhence "«,ftQ(-4((l-ie)22(i))) > 1-tf. (47)
Also, using Lemma 4,
A((l-e)R(^Ue) cr A{{l-\e)R{\)), (48)
where r(e) = t{e)jR{\) and t(e) is a positive number depending only on e.
Using (48) in Lemma 1,
1-8 > vntl(A((l-ie)R(i))) > vn>1(4((l-e)22(i)))T(d
> [vn,ko(M(i-e)B(^))][i-^p(-c(k0)t(e)(n-iR^))-^o. (49)
Using (44) we see that (47) and (49) are contradictory for n sufficiently large, which
establishes (46).
So, from (40) and (46), there exists ^ (e , 8) such that
(1 - £e) R{\) ^ R{8) *S R(\) < R(l - 8) < (1 + Je) 22(1), (50)
provided n ^ Ns(e, 8).
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Now, if jin>k{E:EeMn>k, a(G n E) < e) < 1 - 8 (51)
then at least one of A((l-§e)R(%)), D((l + £e)-R(^)) has at least vnk measure %8.
Suppose first that
Then, as A((l - ±e) R(i)Ue)
where r(e) = t(e)jR{\) and t(e) is a positive number depending only on e, we have,
using Lemma 2, Lemma 10, and (50),
for all w ^ i^3(e, 5, i), say. As 8 <\, this inequality is contradictory for n ^ ^ ( e , 5, k).
So we conclude that
H n ^ ^3(e, *,*). (52)
Suppose now that
Then, as above, 8 > vnl(D((l + |e)i?(|)))
for all n ^ ^ (e , 8, k) say. As <J < £, this inequality is contradictory for iV^e, 8, k).
So we conclude that /n/M . i^ .\ o/i\\\ ^ I * /KQ\
if w ^  JV4(e, 5, i). Hence if iV5(e, ^ , i) = m a x ^ e , 8, k), iV4(e, 8, k)}, we deduce from (52)
and (53) that (54) does not hold for n ^ N5(e, 8, k), i.e.
fin>k{E:EeMn_k, a(CnE)<e}>l- 8, (54)
n > N5(e, 8, k).
Arguing with yNNiC* instead of C we also ensure that there exists Ne(e,8,k)
suchthat
 /lnk{E:EeMnik,a(yNNiC*nE)<e}> 1-8,
for all n ^ N6(e, 8, k). But, by duality, we can interpret this as
6 ( )
So, using \8 instead of 8 we conclude that there exists ^,(e, 8, &)'such that
/in>k{E:EeMn>k,cc(C(]E) < e,a{C\E) <e}>l-8,
for all rcSs #,(£,£,&).
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
35 P S P 77
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6. More Lemmas. Let C <= En be a convex body, containing the origin in its interior.
We set crn(C) = C n (— C) and then crjfi) is the largest body contained in C, which is
symmetric about the origin.
For x e S™"1 we denote by 7Tc(x) the point on bd C which is contained in the ray
pos x. We set
Tn(G) = {
and, for xe^1*"1, &c(x) = . ...
LEMMA 11. Given A > 1, there is a number 8 = 8(X) in (0,1) such that for every
n ^ 2 and every n-dimensional convex body C in En with 0 eint C and a(an(C)) < 8, we
have 6c(x) < X,for all x in [rn(C)]s <= S71-1.
Proof. We want to show that
satisfies the conditions of our lemma. Let C <= En be a convex body with 0 e int C,
and let B c En be a ball of radius p > 0, such that
We suppose that there exist points x e rn(C) and y e S^1 such that the spherical
distance between x and y is at most 8, and bo(y) > A. Set x' = nc(x), y' = 7Tc(y).
Since B <= crn(C) <= C we have
and, therefore, || y'|| 5= Ap. As x belongs to rn(C), the point x' lies in <rn(C), and we find
llx'ii < -£-Pil ^
 1_8.
Consider the two-dimensional plane E formed by the linear hull of x', y'. Let T <= E
be a tangent line to B n E which contains x'. Let u' be the point T n B, and choose
v' e T such that x' e [u', v'], and such that the angle between x ' and v' is exactly 8.
Here, [u', v') denotes the half open segmentwith end points u 'and v'. Since x'belongs
to the boundary of C, and since B <= C, we have || y'|| < || v'||. Let e be the angle between
x ' and u'. We have
cos(«J+e) = ||u'||/||v'||.
Since ||u'|| = p, ||x'|| < -—^, ||v'|| ^ ||y'|| ^ Ap, the above equations yield
(cos 8) (1-8)-sin 8 ^ I/A
which is incompatible with our definition of 8.
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LEMMA 12. Given eoe(0,1), <50e(0,1) and an integer k > 1 we find a number
e i = ei(eo> o^> ^) ^n (0> *) amj^ an integw » i = ^i(eo> <^o> &) S M C^ that for all integers n ^ %
awrf aW convex bodies C <=• En with 0 e in t C ara£ a((rm(C)) < e1 we have
/inik{E: E eMn>k, a(C oE)<eo}>l- So.
Proof. Assuming that Lemma 12 is false we choose a sequence {nw}^=1 of integers
with nw ->• oo as w -»• oo, a sequence {ew}S=i °f numbers ew e (0,1) with ew -*• 0 as w ->• oo,
and a sequence {Cw}2=i, where Cw is a convex body in En<° with 0 eint Cw,
k{E:£eMnw<k,a(Cw C)E) < e0} ^ l-d0. (55)
For w = 1, 2,..., set rw = rn w(CJ
We first show that there is an integer w0 and a number p > 0 sucn that for all w ^ tv0
and all ^ 7 in Jf_
 t with
E n AS""-1 c [TJp, we have a(Cw n E) < e0. (56)
Choose w0 such that e^ < |e0 for all tt; ^ w0, and set A = (1 — Je0) (1 — e,,)"1 > 1. Set
p = S(A), where S(X) e (0,1) is the number mentioned in Lemma 11.
Assume w > w0, and let EeMnwk be such that E n yS71"-1 <= [Tw]p. Let ,6 <= En«>
be an «„, ball with centre in the origin and radius r > 0, such that
Let x be a point in E nbdCw. Since 6Co.(x/|x||) < A and crnJCw) <= B, we find
= Ainf{||y| |:yebd(0-n-(CJ)}
< Ar.
This means (l-ew)(BnE) <=CwnE <= A(5 n ^
and (56) is established.
I t follows from continuity arguments that Tw D F 4= 0 , for each w; and each 2-dimen-
sional subspace F of En™. Hence
»na,2(TJ = l, w = 1 , 2 , . . . . (57)
By Lemma 1 we have, for w = 1, 2, ...,
cpV^J)2, (58)
where c is a positive constant. For w = 1,2,..., and X <= tf71™-1 we set X' = S^-^X. By
(55) and (56) we conclude
Vn^k{Tjp > So for all w > «;„. (59)
35-2
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Since [(2-J|p]' => [(Tw)'p]ip,
we find, again by Lemma 1,
))*. (60)
for all w ^ w0, where «!(&) is a positive number depending only on k.
From (58) and (60) we deduce that, for some natural number w, we have
which contradicts the fact that (Tw)y and ((Tw)y)' are disjoint symmetric Borel
subsets
7. Proof of Theorem 2. I t is enough to consider the case where p is the origin of En.
Using the notation of the statement of Theorem 2, we determine St, 0 < 8± < 1 such
that (1 — 8])2 > 1 — 8. We determine the numbers ex = ex(e, 8X, k) e (0,1) and
a natural number according to Lemma 12. Then we set
M(e, 8, k) = N(ex (e, 8V k), S^n^e, 8V &)),
where the integer N is determined according to Theorem 1.
Assume n > M{e, 8, k), and let C <= En be a convex body containing the origin 0 of
En in its interior. Let T b e a standard transformation of C with respect to 0. Then,
by Theorem 1,
fintni{E:EeMn!ni,a((T<Tn(C))nE) < e j >1-81. (61)
By Lemma 12 we have, for each E in Mnn with
a((T<rn(C))nE)<el!
fiEyk{F:FeME>k,a((T(C))f)F) <e}>l-81, (62)
where MEk is the space of all ^-dimensional subspaces of En contained in E, and
HEk is the Haar measure on MEk. Then (61) and (62) give the desired result
/intk{F:FeMnik, oc((T(C)) n F) < e} > 1 - 8\ > 1 - 8.
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